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SHARIKTOKEN

 
The project of Russian developers with great

ambitions. The creators are determined to bring
the token to the leading exchanges and hold

leading positions at the global level. The rapidly
growing number of holders and fans makes the
project are promising and unique. The primary

goal is to create a DEX exchange on own
platform. Presale, and then launch own NFTs.



OPPORTUNITIES

 It so happened that modern human inherited a
ruined world with numerous crises that must be

resolved on his own in order to stand firmly on his
feet. We believe that taking control of your life is

the first step in the process of changing your life.
But to do this, it is necessary to understand how

money works, and this is not taught either at
home or in institutions. 90% of Generation Z

representatives say they feel insecure, confused
or disappointed with expectations when it comes

to finances. With debts to be paid to achieve goals
and dreams, they must achieve financial well-

being and get used to money and their financial
status.

 
This is where SHARIKTOKEN comes in, providing

content that teaches them how money works
while they invest, opening up opportunities for

their own wealth. Our goal is to promote the
development of human connections through

financial literacy, filling this gap in the crypto and
financial markets. This will help us to grow a new

literate generation of investors.
 



HOW DID IT 

ALL START?

In November 2021, the creator launched
SHARIKTOKEN. The devoted community of people
who believe in the project is replenished by leaps
and bounds. A group of dedicated people found
the goals valuable and effective, joined the
SHARIKTOKEN team to help speed up project
development.
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This is a plan in which we take on the most
difficult problems and turn them into excellent

solutions.
 

The first stage
Fundraising and increasing the number of

holders
Listing on PancakeSwap
Audit of Solidity Finance

 
The second stage

Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap

Launch of a marketing campaign for the USA
and Europe

Listing on a centralized exchange
 

The third stage
Fundraising for the development of the NFT

Marketplace
Developing your own NFT marketplace

Developing your own NFT
Beta version of the NFR Marketplace

 
 

STAGES OF ECOSYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT



The fourth stage
Audit of NFT's own site

Launch of the NFT MarketPlace
Start of sales of own NFT

 
The fifth stage

Development of our 
own DEX exchange

Launching the beta version
 of the platform

 
The sixth stage

Audit of own DEX exchange
Launching a token trading platform

 



PLANNED STAGES

OF DEVELOPMENT

Creating a website

Social media presence

Creating tokens

Launching tokens

Social media activity

1200 subscribers in Telegram

1300 holders



MARKETING

PROMOTION

Promotion from reputable individuals working
in the crypto industry

Celebrity advertising campaigns on YouTube
and Telegram channels

Listing on CoinMarketCap, then on CoinGeko

The logo on the Trust Wallet

Partnership

Advertising on all crypto sites

10,000 holders



GLOBAL GOALS

Development of the NFT Marketplace

Presale of own NFT

Release of the NFT collection

Creating own unique DEX exchange

Listing of ICO projects on own DEX exchange

100,000 holders

Listing on 10 top exchanges



SHARIK TOKEN. 

RAPID DEVELOPMENT. 

STABLE PERSPECTIVE.


